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a river cruise with a few tourists from 
sundarban on its way back to kolkata 

what a lovely 
sight !

                      

storm
ahead !

hey ! that’s rather 
odd ! Why has the weather
turned so foul suddenly?!!

the forecast warned of 
high winds and heavy rain but 
not around this time !

it was a wonderful trip to 
sundarban . the weather 
was nice all along . look at

those dark
clouds !

i don’t  like this! 
a sudden depression 
at this time of the year ...

thank god we’ve almost 
made it ! canning is just  
half an hour away.

the weather was 
fine so far . what’s 
happening ?!

the radio comes alive: ‘all 
boats please return to 
shore. Storm approaching !’
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... is not a good sign. 
freak storms like this 
can be rather ugly.

well ... yes ... that is true .
but this one does not
look too strong .

i love the rain . 
but this storm 
doesn’t look good
to me !

daylight faded in a matter of minutes !

the clouds are
moving north . what a relief !

Heave at the oars,
man! it looks bad !

that means even Kolkata
is likely to get some
rain . 
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but the crew wasn’t half as optimistic . the sky changing
colour this fast meant only one thing ... trouble ! clear the

deck, boys!
the wind is
strong !

by now, even the passengers begin to feel a little anxious .

my goodness!
it was so sunny
just an hour ago!

isn’t it
depressing?

back to your mom 
in the cabin ! or 
you’ll catch a cold !
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Everybody
off the
deck !!

come with 
us papa !

just as i 
feared!

the river is rising quickly .
i think it’ll rain now .

... now for the 
weather forecast...

why don’t you
two go down
to the cabin ?

yeah ... it’s quite funny... i mean the way 
the weather’s suddenly changed... !!

Durga Puja had just ended in Kolkata and the 
storm and rains take the citizens by surprise !  

alright, alright !
i’ll be with you in
a moment !
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a fierce cyclone 
blowing at 120 
kilometres per hour ... 

... has hit the coastal 
areas of orissa
and west bengal

oops ! to cap
it all –
a power cut !! 

help me shut the
Windows,  mimi !

ma ! there’ll 
be heavy rains, 
they say !  My Puja 

holidays are
 ruined !! 

this is god punishing us 
for the wrongdoings
of the human race! 

oh no !
don’t talk
like that ! 

you can’t wish it away !
god will make us pay!!  

oh ! grandma
and her talk of 
doomsday...! 
grandma , 
how many times 
do i have to tell
you that storms 
are not sent
by god ??!

mimi ! grandmas
are often 
superstitious ! 
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i’m an environmental
scientist .

oh ! that’s 
interesting !

after some time, near canning -

reached at last !  may 
i ask you something , 
mr . roy ?

of course , 
mr . bose .

how could you 
predict the
freak storm ?

well ... in a way, 
it’s my job ...
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i am an elected 
councillor of the
kolkata municipal
corporation .

i understand . it was a 
good trip. I enjoyed 
your company, Mr Bose !

yes. and
thank
you !!

travelling always
brings people
close to each other .

that’s right !

and you, mr bose, 
what do you do ?i am an elected 

councillor of the
kolkata municipal
corporation .

been planning this 
trip for long . 
work  keeps me so
busy these days ...
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why don’t you take his 
number , aveek ? i’m sure
we can keep in touch .

er ... 
ahem ... ... yes ! why not?

may i have your ...
yes of course ! 
take it down ...

yeah ... let me
key it in... !
+91 94332 ...

that’s it ! 
nice meeting 
you roy!
we’ll meet 
again !

goodbye !!

isn’t uncle
coming
with us ?

a few cars leave a rainsoaked canning that late afternoon
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some 60 km away , the picture in kolkata is worse .

after a seemingly endless drive – at this speed it’ll be 
midnight before
we reach home ... ! i hope school’s 

closed
tomorrow !

it is not that everybody is grumbling or complaining about what’s happening in the city

YIPEE!!!

even an hour’s
rain is enough
to drown 
the city !
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i hope my assistant has been able to
manage my office while I was away! but matters weren’t half as good as mr bose hoped .

r r r i n g !

aargh !!

in aveek’s chamber –

hello !

 ... no! no ... sir is on 
leave for a few days ...
yes ..  he’ll be back
tomorrow .

that was the hundredth
call today !

oh no !!!
NOT again !

councillor’s office 
here ! yes ... sir will 
be in tomorrow .

another complaint !!
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the next day -at mimi’s house

no electricity yet. 
and i have my 
final exams ahead !

Wait ,  I’ve 
his number.

no network 
as usual ...

got to 
rush to
office .

wow !! it looks
like a river !

i only hope aveek 
uncle is at home .

soon enough
hello uncle ! 
are you leaving ?what a

surprise !
mimi ?! 

what brings 
you out 
in such 
weather ?

why don’t you
ask the local
councillor ?

you mean
aveek bose ?

i got it from 
his little  son .

is it 
ringing ?

should i go
to his house? .

why not ? 
he lives just a six
houses away .

tell him also
about the 
water crisis.
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well ... ma wants to 
know about the 
power cut and 
the water supply .
                          

please tell your parents 
that my people are working 
hard, day and night.

i am very worried about 
the power cut . 
exams are next week !

aren’t we all ? 
there is a major
breakdown in the
transformer .
but hey ... ! 

i’m already late
for office .

in fact the entire 
city is reeling
under a power cut. 

i am doing my best in the circumstances!

water supply 
will hopefully 
be restored in 
a day or two . 

we’re helpless in
the face of such 
natural calamities !! 

mimi watches aveek’s car disappear 
down a waterlogged lane as people 
wade through the murky water . 
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later at aveek’s office 

what are
the latest
reports ?

There are complaints
about water supply
in this block .
 .

some adjacent
blocks have the 
same problem !
 

it’s time we got in 
touch with hq .

the situation is bad .
people are angry

no one has any
patience
these days ! (sigh)

the phone again ! 
what’s the new 
complaint this time !!

yes ... the local
councillor here ...

what ?! an old house
has collapsed in 
your ward ?!

thank god no one’s 
hurt ! but where is 
this place?

here , a map of the
area . take a look . oh i see ! it’s just

two blocks away !
i’m at my wit’s end ...

we need labourers to get rid 
of the debris . where do we 
find them in this pouring
rain ? we should also inform
the local police station !
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the severe heat wave
in the state is likely
to continue for a few
more days . 

oh no ! there goes
the power again ! 
i’m going to melt !

at mimi’s house

this heat is unbearable. it 
seems nature has gone mad ! 
the gods are punishing us
for our sins !

outside, people were trying 
to protect themselves 
from the sun’s heat . most 
were oblivous of the fact 
that the power grid had
collapsed because of the 
overdrawing of 
power during summer .

time goes by...
from one 
     year ...

... to 
    another ... and then ...
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as a merciless sun beats down, life in 
the city is in disarray . people are 
rushing to buy air-conditioners and 
coolers, not knowing that more of 
such gadgets puts even more pressure 
on the electricity generating system 
making the situation worse .  

oops !

glug!!

when will the
power be back!

the gods are
certainly 
very angry ! 

why do we always 
have power cuts  
during my exams! 

there’s no 
water at home !

water taps run dry all over the city .
 

sigh !

what am I going to do?!
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next day
who’s
there ?

hi auntie! is
aveek uncle 
at home ?

oh yes !
come on
in , mimi !

aveeek ! 
a little visitor
for you !

good morning mimi !
is everyone fine at home ?

not really ! this searing 
heat and the power cuts 
are making us miserable .

power will be back by tonight.
but what can we do about the heat?

uncle ! it’s not that 
we can’t do anything
about it !

we have been taught in school that 
because factories, cars and power 
plants that run on coal have released 
such huge amounts of greenhouse gases 
into the air, the earth’s temperature has 
gone up to dangerous levels. climates 
are changing because of the warming of 
the earth . my teacher said that if we 
don’t do  something quickly, our planet 
will become unlivable! 
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somehow we’ve managed to 
destroy most of our  
beautiful planet. it’s high 
time we do something about it .

but the gases are emitted
by big industries. what
can we do about that ?

each one of us can do 
something to stop 
climate change .
 

we must save energy. did
you know that some 
appliances use power 
even when switched off ...

... and not use 
plastic bags for
household garbage .

my school has  already started an energy saving
campaign .it has changed all its ordinary bulbs... 

and when i see a leaking tap in
school, i report it rightaway .

i’ve told our maid not 
to waste water and 
asked mama to buy an 
energy efficent 
washing machine .

My teacher says that whenever possible, 
buy eco-friendly and reusable products, 
use only star-rated appliances ...

... like cell 
phone 
chargers !

... 

...to LEDs and fixed solar panels on 
the roof. the school’s electricity 
bill is down 50% and our carbon
 emissions are lower !   

we’ve been told to save 
water at home and school .
i turn off the tap when i’m 
brushing my teeth ...
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the next day, while on his way to office , 
many thoughts cross aveek’s mind. 

mimi is such a smart girl ! she’s so
young and yet she knows so much ! 

hello ... yes ...
yes i know !

we have also informed the 
electricity company . it’s not 
your locality alone ! the whole 
city is without power... 

I can’t take anymore of this !
almost the entire state has 
been hit by power cuts ! and 
all that i can do is to take... 

... complaints !
I’m helpless !
two major 
grids have
gone down !
impossible !

yes, I know we must protect 
trees, our forests and our 
hills . but What has that got 
to do with this heat?
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this mimi is amazing !

 
even the birds seem to have fallen silent . 

the city has now become as hot as an oven .

i’m curious to know more about this thing called
climate change . hey! i can talk to prof. roy ...

sigh !!
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hello prof. roy ! This is
bose here . remember ?

we met on the boat 
from the sundarbans !
remember me ?!

bose who ? 

oh ! hi ! what a 
surprise !

of course you 
can ! it would 
be a pleasure .

i’ll be a little late . 
please hold the fort
till i’m back .

welcome 
mr . bose !

what a pretty
old house 
mr. roy !

yes ! my ancestral house ... 
please make yourself 
comfortable . 

may i see you 
tomorrow 
for a chat if 
you’re not 
too busy...
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it’s good to see you take such
a keen interest in climate change .
climate change is caused by the ... 

... emission of Carbon dioxide, methane, water 
vapour, nitrous oxide, Chloroflurocarbons, etc .

industrialisation kicked off a 
frenzy for fossil fuels . 

Power plants, factories, cars and modern living needed more energy which came from the 
burning of more oil, coal and gas. more and more of the greenhouse gases  (GHG) – carbon 
dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide -- started building up in the atmosphere .

the earth radiates most of the heat that it absorbs during the day. The ‘GHG shield’
prevents the radiated heat from escaping into space. the earth starts to heat up. 

carbon doxide (co2) is the main culprit. it is estimated that 
365 billion tons of co2 has been released into the 
atmosphere because of the burning of fossil fuels !! 

all the new machines ran on coal, oil or gas . they became the
                  ‘gold’ of the modern era. there was a scramble to                 
                   find newer and newer deposits of fossil fuels.
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but now, any mitigation of 
climate change will hinge on 
how we manage our urban growth .

the un says that the global urban population 
would be 5 billion in 2030 from the present 
2.9 billion . in india, 600 million of its 
1.5 billion will be living in cities .

the effects of urbanisation and climate
change are converging in dangerous ways
which  threaten unprecedented negative 
impacts on the quality of life and economic and social 
development . cities generate at least 60-80 % of 
global carbon emissions . more urbanisation  means 
new demands on transport, water supply, power ... 
 which means more ghgs ! 

All this is building up into disasters 
waiting to happen !!

disasters?! 
what disasters?! one of the most pronounced 

effects of global warming will be 
the rising of sea levels . 

the warming will heat seawater
and make it expand ...

... glaciers and the 
polar ice sheets that 
cover greenland and
antarctica will melt ,
forcing sea levels 
to rise rapidly and
flood inland areas
causing  destructive
erosion, flooding of
wetlands ...  

... contamination of aquifers and agricultural soil and loss of habitat for birds, plants and animals .
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the weather will change unexpectedly !  do you remember the 
flash floods in Kashmir ? or the heat wave in new 

york that set record high
temperatures ?

Since the 1950s, the rate of 
global warming has grown 
at an unprecedented rate 
compared to the decades 
before it .

If emissions continue to rise at the current rate, studies by the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change indicate that the
average temperature rise in some cities could be over 2°C .

Rainfall trends have been
characterised by strong
variations in south asia . if
there are major changes in
monsoon cycles , the life of
farming communities and food 
output will be disrupted !
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there will be an increase in the frequency and intensity of tropical storms . and though we are
able to predict storms and their intensity with some accuracy...

Experts predict that 1/4th of the Earth’s 
species will be headed for extinction 
by 2050 if the warming trend continues 
at its current rate . 

... it will not be 
enough to stop the 
widespread 
destruction that 
these typhoons 
wreak .

As temperatures 
rise globally, 
droughts will 
become more 
frequent and more 
severe ...

... with potentially devastating consequences for 
agriculture, water supply and human health. 

Hot temperatures and dry conditions will also 
increase the likelihood of forest fires .

the economic damage caused
by hurricanes, floods, drought
and declining crop yields could 
drive millions to starvation .
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what a scary
picture ?

it took 
millions of
years for
our planet
to evolve .
it took man 
hardly 300
years to 
bring it to
the brink of
disaster !

 

i’ve read about how 
countries are unitedly 
trying to fight
climate change ! 
but has there been 
any progress ?

... to climate change, however, 
lies the need to reduce emissions.
In 2010, governments agreed that
emissions need to be reduced so
that global temperature ncreases
are limited to below 2 degrees
Celsius.
 

Climate change is a complex problem, which, 
although environmental in nature, has 
consequences for all spheres of existence 
on our planet. But at the very heart of the response ...

In 1992, countries joined
an internationaltreaty, the 
United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate 
Change, to consider ...

... what
they could 
do to limit 
average 
global
temperature
 increases
 and the
 resulting 
climate 
change.
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later that day –
it was good
talking to you ! 
come again 
please .

sure

what mr. roy said is
so unnerving ! but 
we can’t sit back 
and wait for 
countries to solve
the problem . we all 
must do something .   

i think i should raise 
all this at the 
coming meeting 
at the kmc 
headquarters .

the doorbell rings again
that evening someone’s at

the door, papa !
see who it is .

it would 
be great 
if it’s
mimi didi !

hey ! so it’s
mimi again !

no complaints this
time . just felt like
coming by ...

All these days, your words 
were playing in my mind . 

about climate 
change ?!

you were right. it’s not 
that we don’t know ...

... but we hardly
do anything 
to fight it.

You can do a lot from
your office, uncle .
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our teacher
says the earth
has already bled
a lot. now is the
time to nurse
it gently back 
to health . 

i’m impressed by your 
teacher . she has taught
you well . like you ! mimi has opened

my eyes !

it’s only we 
who can do it !! no school from

tomorrow ! mimi didi 
will be my teacher !

i’ll be only too happy to have many
more teachers like her . i have
already decided what to say at a
big KMC meeting tomorrow !

the next day on his way to kmc HQ

i’m on my way to the meeting with 
all the councillors at the 
kmc main office . take care of the
office in the meantime, will you ?

don’t worry,
sir ! all the 
best, sir !
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really ?! please 
explain . i’m all ears !

that day, kmc HQ is
abuzz , most talking  
about he suffering 
and the resentment
of the people .

power crisis or 
water shortage
in summer is due 
to more 
consumption .

dear councillors , i’ll be 
noting everything you say .

excuse me,
sir ? i have
a few points
to say .

yes, mr. bose ?

all such crises are
related in some way to ...

... a much bigger issue 
called climate change 
which is changing 
nature in unseen but 
powerful ways .

28

... and the meeting 
takes a new turn ...

but nobody talks about 
reducing consumption .
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We are in the midst of 
a crisis that will overtake
all of us in the coming 
years. We have been 
‘living it up’ ....

.... without any 
concern 
about the 
consequences .
we have ignored
all the warning 
signs ... climate 
change is real 
and we may have 
to pay a
heavy price !!

cities must be at the forefront of this fight 
against climate change . and kolkata must set 
examples in many areas ...

fantastic !! but it’s a fight
where we all have to 
join hands . we must restore our waterbodies !!

i have a suggestion ... 

we must use solar power
to reduce the use of 
power from fossil fuels !

solar power for
street lighting .

our soild waste management
must be more efficient !!

our citizens must be 
made aware of 
rainwater harvesting 
and its benefits !!

what about roof-top gardens to 
reduce the heat island effect ?!
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what’s your suggestion,
mr bose ?

sir, any action to combat global warming cannot be 
done just by us. it must be a collaborative effort 
between the departments of the government
and community organisations .

you are right, mr bose . also, Climate
change adaptation presents a number
of opportunities, such as ensuring ...

the functionality of urban systems in the 
light of a changing climate and its 
impacts ; it improves disaster risk management, 

ensures sustainability
of development; 
and safeguards the
present and future
well-being of
all social groups .

we must draw up a roadmap on the action ...

...that we must take and sensitise our
councillors about global warming and
climate change . why don’t we offer an  
award to the ‘greenest ward’ ?!

we have examples of cities across 
the globe taking climate-friendly 
action . we can learn from them ...
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an excited mr bose is back 
in his office, planning a
series of campaigns and
programmes in his ward .

we have some 
canals to
clean up !

let’s get to work and 
give kolkata its best 
ward and win the award !!

our parks must be maintained and 
made more people-friendly . we 
must have awareness campaigns by 
school students !

we should also encourage
vertical gardening .

mr bose is now a man in a hurry ! he Supervises work in 
the ward, Encourages local crusaders, Meets experts, 
and Calls up MLAs and MPs for LAD funds and also 
corporates for funding from their CSR programmes .

Mr bose is determined to show that the 
choices that his ward makes today will have 
a large impact on the future of his city .
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... a city with more green cover ... with cars that use cleaner fuels 

... better waste management ... solar power panels on rooftops 

... more room for pedestrians and cyclists ... vertical gardening ... 
energy-saving bulbs ... rainwater harvesting ... a new kolkata !!
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